Minutes of the Meeting of the University Curriculum Committee  
January 21, 2014

Bernard Mair convened the UCC at 1:30 in 226 Tigert Hall.

**Members Present:** Margaret Carr, Stephanie Hanson, Christopher Janelle, Gillian Lord, John Mecholsky, David Pharies, Alison Reynolds, Jana Ronan, Mark Rush, Edward Schaefer, Elaine Turner, Hans van Oostrom, Michael Weigold, Patricia Xirau-Probert

**Liaisons:** Timothy Brophy, David Julian

**Guests:** Sharon Bradley, Rajeeb Das, Ann Greene, Jamie Kraft, Toby Shorey, Ricky Telg, M. Dee Williams

1. **Approval of minutes of December 17, 2013 meeting**
   - Approved with correction to ECO2013 in item 7

2. **Update from Faculty Senate**
   - none

3. **Undergraduate and Professional Certificate Policy.** Dr. Mair presented this updated certificate policy. The committee discussed the ramifications of item 8 and 9. Dr. Mair will bring this policy back to the UCC once revised.

4. **Proposed changes to the CALS Applied Biology track, effective Summer B 2014.** Dr. Turner presented this request to allow for more free electives within the track. The proposal was approved.

5. **Proposed changes to the Interdisciplinary Studies – Environmental Management in Agriculture and Natural Resources major, effective Summer B 2014.** Dr. Turner presented this request. The purpose of the change is to make the program available to UF Online students. The proposal was approved.

6. **Proposed changes to the Soil and Water Science major, effective Summer B 2014.** Dr. Turner presented this request. The proposal was approved.

7. **Proposed new B.S. degree in Nutritional Sciences, effective Summer B 2014.** Dr. Turner presented this and item 8 and 9 as one request to split one major with three tracks into three distinct majors. This change is the result of SACS accreditation evaluation. The proposal was approved.

8. **Proposed new B.S. degree in Dietetics, effective Summer B 2014.** Dr. Turner presented this and item 8 and 9 as one request to split one major with three tracks into three distinct majors. This change is the result of SACS accreditation evaluation. The proposal was approved.
9. Proposed name change of Food Science and Human Nutrition, effective Summer B 2014. Dr. Turner presented this and item 8 and 9 as one request to split one major with three tracks into three distinct majors. This change is the result of SACS accreditation evaluation. The proposal was approved.

10. Proposed new minor in Fine Arts, effective Fall 2014. Dr. Schaefer presented this request. The proposal was recycled pending adding a minimum grade of C to all courses and also requiring faculty review and approval of applications from students to be admitted to the minor.

11. Items from the Academic Assessment Committee (information only)
   - Undergraduate ALC
     - Special Education
     - Elementary Education

12. Items from the Graduate School (information only)
   - Proposal to terminate the M.S. and Ph.D. in Botany
   - Proposed changes to the Master of Accounting program
   - Proposal for an M.S. in Entrepreneurship
   - Proposal for an M.S. in Information Systems and Operations Management
   - Proposal for an M.A. in International Business
   - Proposal for changes to the M.A. in Latin American Studies
   - Proposal for a new concentration in Veterinary Forensic Sciences

13. Notice of new graduate certificates (information only)
   - Addiction and Recovery

14. Notice of proposed changes to graduate certificates (information only)
   - Women in Agricultural Development
   - Teaching and Learning in Agricultural & Life Sciences

15. Notice of new undergraduate certificates
   - Holocaust Studies – approved

16. Notice of new professional certificate certificates
   - One Health for DVM Students – approved

17. Notice of proposed changes to professional certificate
   - Post-Master's Adult-Gerontology Acute Care Nurse Practitioner – approved

18. Notice of proposed new undergraduate courses
   **Liberal Arts and Sciences**
• AFA4XXX – African American Politics and Policy – denied
• IDS4XXX – Innovation Academy Senior Project – denied
• SPN3XXX – Spanish Conversation, Film and Culture – approved
• SPN4XXX – Spanish Bilingualism – approved
• WOH3XXX – Africans in World History – approved
• WOH4XXX – Modern Masculinities in Global Perspective – approved

Agricultural and Life Science
• XXX4911 – Supervised Research CALS – approved

Journalism
• MMC1XXX – Introduction to Media and Communications – recycled
• MMC2XXX – Basic Numeracy – denied
• MMC2XXX – Sight, Sound and Motion – recycled
• MMC3XXX – Consumer and Audience Analytics – recycled
• MMC3XXX – Creativity, Innovation and Collaboration in Communications – recycled
• MMC3XXX – Ethics and Problems in Mass Communications – recycled
• MMC3XXX – Media Entrepreneurship – approved
• MMC3XXX – Personal Branding for Communicators – recycled

Business
• ENT4XXX – The Venture Accelerator – recycled

Design, Construction and Planning
• URP4XXX – Sustainable Urbanism in Europe – approved

Fine Arts
• ART2XXXC – Drawing Studio – recycled

19. Notice of proposed changes to undergraduate courses

Liberal Arts and Sciences
• SPN3414 – Advanced Spanish Conversation 2 – approved

Engineering
• CES4141 – Stress Analysis – approved
• CIS4930 – Special Topics in CISE – approved
• EMA3066 – Introduction to Organic Materials – approved
• EMA3080C – Materials Laboratory 1 – approved
• EMA4161 – Physical Properties of Polymers – approved

Journalism
• ADV3203 – Introduction to Advertising Design and Graphics – approved
• ADV4101 – Copywriting and Visualization – recycled
• ADV4300 – Media Planning – recycled
• JOU2005 – Writing Mechanics - withdrawn
• PUR4800 – Public Relations Campaigns – recycled
• RTV2100 – Writing for Electronic Media – recycled
• RTV3101 – Advanced Writing for Electronic Media – recycled
• RTV3200 – Fundamentals of Production – recycled
• RTV3303 – Electronic News Writing and Reporting 1 – recycled
• RTV3304 – Advanced Radio Reporting – approved
• RTV4283 – Advanced Reporting for Interactive Media – approved
• RTV4301 – Electronic News and Reporting 2 – approved
• RTV4302 – Advanced TV Reporting – approved
• RTV4340 – Special News Projects – approved
• RTV480 – Telecommunication Planning and Operations – recycled

Agricultural and Life Science
• SWS4307 – Ecology of Waterborne Pathogens – approved
• XXX4909 – Honors Project CALS – approved

20. Notice of proposed new professional courses
• none

21. Notice of proposed changes to professional courses

Medicine
• PAS5550 – Obstetrics and Gynecology – recycled
• PAS5701L – Intensive Care Medicine – recycled

Nursing
• NGR6307 – Advanced Child Health Nursing III – approved
• NGR6307L – Advanced Child Health Nursing Clinical III – approved

22. Notice of proposed new joint courses

Agricultural and Life Science
• GIS4XXX – Geospatial Analysis – approved

23. Notice of proposed changes to joint courses

Agricultural and Life Sciences
• SUR5625 – Geographic Information Systems Analysis – approved

24. Notice of proposed new 5000 level courses

Liberal Arts and Sciences
• ANG5XXX – Methods in Ethnoecology – approved

Medicine
• GMS5XXX – Medical Human Embryology – tabled
• GMS5XXX – Medical Human Anatomy by Diagnostic Imaging – tabled

Education
• SCE5XXX – Diversity and Equity in Science Teaching – recycled

25. Notice of proposed changes to 5000 level courses

Fine Arts
• DIG5555C – Projection Design 1 – approved

Business
• ACG5226 – Mergers, Acquisitions & Consolidations – approved
• ACG5505 – Financial Rep. for Govt. & Not-for-Profit Organizations – approved
• ACG5815 – Accounting Institutions and Professional Literature – approved
• TAX5065 – Tax Professional Research – approved

26. Notice of proposed new graduate courses (information only)
• AEC6XXX – Teacher Education in Agriculture
• GMS6XXX – Clinical Neuroscience of Aging
• GMS6XXX – Foundations in Aging and Geriatric Research
• GMS6XXX – Fundamentals of Biological Aging
• GMS6XXX – Geriatric and Age Related Diseases
• GMS6XXX – Introduction to Medical Bioethics
• GMS6XXX – Introduction to Medicine and the Law
• GMS6XXX – Law and Ethics of Aging
• GMS6XXX – Lifestyle Interventions in Aging I: Behavioral Aspects and Clinical Outcomes
• GMS6XXX – Lifestyle Interventions in Aging II: Physiologic Aspects
• GMS6XXX – Population Based Research on Aging
• GMS6XXX – Theories of Aging
• NGR7710 – Nurse Scientist and Scholar II
• PHC7XXX – Seminar in Instrument Development for Public Health
• VME6056 – Animal Law

27. Notice of proposed changes to graduate courses (information only)
• ACG6136 – Accounting Concepts and Financial Planning
• ACG6207 – Accounting Issues in Financial Risk Management
• ACG6255 – International Accounting Issues
• ACG6387 – Strategic Costing
• ACG6657 – Auditing and Corporate Governance
• ACG6695 – Computer Assurance and Control
• ACG6888 – Foundations of Measurement
• ART6849C – Installation using digital processes
• EEX6233 – Assessment, Curriculum and Instruction for Student with Mild Disabilities
• GMS6223 – Drosophila Neurogenetics: from Development to Function
• SPN6845 – History of the Spanish Language
• SUR6626 – GIS Programming and Customization
• TAX6015 – Taxation of Business Entities I
• TAX6016 – Taxation of Business Entities II
• TAX6017 – Taxation of Business Entities III
• TAX6526 – Advanced International Taxation
• TAX6877 – Multijurisdictional Taxation

Meeting adjourned at 2:57.